undergird the "vital human need" (57, 26) of recognition. Equal dignity, then, has a prerequisite of rationality and agency, and Sol challenges both of these requirements by highlighting the incapability of irrational people to wield such power in the first place.
Sol's solipsistic writing further challenges an assimilation that starts with selfsufficiency and cogency as minimum requirements for participation. Focusing on US and English multiculturalism, Anne Phillips denounces the impulse toward reducible categorization as an attempt "to explain behavior in non-Western societies or among individuals from racialized minority groups, and the implied contrast with rational, autonomous (Western) individuals, whose actions are presumed to reflect moral judgments, and who can be held individually responsible for those actions and beliefs" (9) . Like Sol, Phillips contends that the association between rational, autonomous subjects and Western multicultural ideals is so pervasive as to be invisible. Subjects who do not follow the paradigm are considered unfit for Western society and thus unable to partake in celebrations of tolerance characterizing multicultural policy and practice.
Sol embodies both the problems with these limitations and the potential responses available to US postcolonial subjects. Whereas American multiculturalism works under the pluralist assumption that all cultures are equally esteemed, Satya Mohanty points out that our unwillingness to understand or acknowledge US postcolonial connections makes such equality "either meaningless or patronizing" (144). Providing for the inclusion of whole and "equal" postcolonial subjects, then, does not mean devising a multiculturalism that can be applied indiscriminately to postcolonial Others, thus ignoring the power structures in play with any postcolonial and immigrant relationship. Instead, Gun Dealers' Daughter proposes that we negotiate an understanding of the Other that accounts for the fragmented postcolonial self. Those affected by colonialism often find themselves split across geographical and ontological borders, and Sol is no exception. As Sol's entanglement with the anti-Marcos rebellion deepens, she discovers disturbing connections between Filipino Marcos supporters and American forces. Because of these associations, a chaotic affair, and the equally tumultuous assassination of a US general, Sol suffers a mental breakdown and then refuses conventional treatment.
This breakdown additionally contrasts her talambuhay against the bildungsroman's focus on psychological development. In writing and actions, she remains unwilling to engage with her present place and station in what others would call a "civilized" manner. Jean-Paul Sartre proclaims the state of the colonized native as a "nervous condition introduced and maintained by the settler among colonized people with their consent" (20) . He would suggest that colonized persons help preserve their own mental strain, demoting themselves from the rational, autonomous beings valued in multicultural societies. Connecting Sartre's ideas to genre, Joseph Slaughter notes that the " [b] ildungsroman plot and the hyperbolic promises of native development [inherent in the genre] are part of the discursive technologies that manufacture that consent" (235). However, Sol effectively refuses consent through her eccentric talambuhay, which makes her selfdiagnosed cure part of the "problem." Told to "exist in the present tense" (Apostol, Gun 25) , Sol is made to erase US imperialism over the Philippines and to deny the cause of her nervous condition in the first place. For Sol, this imperial relationship is embodied by the assassination she helps perpetrate and by the Balangiga Massacre-the 1901 conquest of US Army soldiers over Filipino independence fighters in Balangiga during the Philippine-American War. Feeling like she belongs neither in the Philippines nor in the United States, Sol seeks out her own history and homeland through her rewriting of the massacre and her life story.
By highlighting this historical erasure and by privileging Sol's elliptical and self-referential writing of her talambuhay in its place, Apostol presents unconventional writing as a form of self-care, a process of authorship and self-fashioning that accounts for the fluidity and dynamic nature of the self and the cultural and material realities of particular ethnic identities. Medical professionals have long used the term "self-care" to measure a patient's self-sufficiency in managing illness, and Foucault discusses how contemplating "care of the self" originated even earlier in Greco-Roman and Christian ethics (284). In contrast, Apostol's text performs self-care in ways that evoke the use of the term in the women's and civil rights movements. Audre Lorde writes: "Caring for myself is not selfindulgence, it is self-preservation, and that is an act of political warfare" (132). Lorde deems self-care vital to creating a more robust and effective activism. As Angela Davis proclaims, "Self-care has to be incorporated into all our efforts. . . . This holistic approach to organizing is, I think, what will eventually move us along the trajectory that may lead to some victories" (1:46:12) . In this sense, activist movements promote self-care as Sol does-as a directive to steel oneself for the hard work ahead, whether that work is liberation, decolonization, or equality.
Applying the metaphor of self-care to metafiction-that is, self-referential fiction that highlights acts of writing and composition-may appear to uphold assumptions of metafiction as a genre of indulgent storytelling and narcissistic navel-gazing. As if in response, Linda Hutcheon states that her designation of metafiction as "narcissistic narrative" is "descriptive and suggestive" rather than derogatory (1), even pointing to the novel itself as originating through this assumption of narcissism (8). Similarly, metafictional self-care in Apostol's novel shifts the focus of self-definition away from the monolithic, ahistorical comprehensions of belonging common to multicultural understandings of authenticity and the narrative of socialization and authentic self-formation known as the bildungsroman.
In its place, the novel champions ongoing processes of metafictional contestation through writing, storytelling, and-most significantly-constant rewriting and revision adapted to changing conditions and experiences. This emphasis on dynamic composition begins on the first page, where readers are instructed to "revise" a scene as Sol reveals it (3). Her ambiguous and nonlinear ways of rewriting herself and her past prove dissonant with the stories of linear self-formation undergirding both the foundations of multicultural celebrations and the bildungsroman. Self-authorship thus becomes her way of protest. Ensconced in her New York home, Sol's insistent telling and retelling of her talambuhay shows how she cares for her fractured self.
In some ways, Apostol's work follows in the tradition of a more prominent Filipino American author of historiographic metafiction, Jessica Hagedorn. Along with Asian American female authors Maxine Hong Kingston, Theresa Cha, Karen Tei Yamashita, and Ruth Ozeki, Hagedorn writes in an experimental mode meant, as Patricia Chu puts it, to combine "modernist or postmodernist techniques with the specific, politically self-conscious project of challenging the realist novel's hegemonic construction of a unified national consciousness" (198) . While the most prominent representatives of the metafictional genre are white male novelists such as Thomas Pynchon and Kurt Vonnegut, Chu's definition places authors such as Hagedorn at the vanguard of the most dynamic forms of the genre.
Hagedorn's Dogeaters (1990) was the first Filipino American novel printed and distributed by a major US press, Penguin, which also published Apostol's novel. Dogeaters' rambunctious mixture of fiction and history further connects Apostol and Hagedorn through their use of historiographic metafiction, although Apostol's style is more explicit in its self-referentiality. In fact, Apostol's novels-all featuring writers and readers-are paragons of an emerging subgenre of self-referential Filipino American texts, such as Miguel Syjuco's Ilustrado (2010) , and Filipino novels, such as Edgar Calabia Samar's Walong Diwata ng Pagkahulog (Eight Muses of the Fall) (2008).
Apostol won Philippine National Book Awards for her first two novels, Bibliolepsy (1997) and The Revolution According to Raymundo Mata (2009), in addition to her PEN Open Book award for Gun Dealers' Daughter. Apostol's oeuvre makes her one of the most renowned Filipino American contemporary authors today, but her work has so far received little critical attention. Her relative obscurity falls in line with Martin Joseph Ponce's characterization of Filipino American literature as "'diasporic' and 'queer'-a dispersed, coreless tradition whose relation to conventional political and social histories has invariably been oblique and ex-centric to the latter's materializing dictates" (2). Sol's words are a direct response to this marginalization.
Sol's acts of disjointed and dysfunctional authorship are also a prime example of the contemporary trend in ethnic American literature to use metafiction to enact self-care. Alongside other multi-ethnic works featuring authors as characters, Apostol's novel mobilizes a self-conscious approach to storytelling to critique problems of authenticity and linearity. The disjointedness of Sol's writing brings into question multicultural emphases on cohesive identities and a shared American culture, a perspective that resonates with many Asian American scholars. Kandice Chuh finds productive power in keeping "contingency, irresolution, and nonequivalence in the foreground of [Asian American] discourse" (8), echoing Lisa Lowe's focus on the "submerged, fragmented, and sedimented" cultures of Asian immigrants as ways of countering this idea of common culture (12). Similarly, Trinh T. Minh-ha claims that writers and activists derive power from obscurity and dysfunction, losing authority in outright clarity. Parroting the idiom of academia and the multicultural university, Trinh states, "To use the language well, says the voice of literacy, cherish its classic form. . . . Obscurity is an imposition on the reader" (17). While she partially concedes this point, she adds, "Beware when you cross railroad tracks for one train may hide another train. Clarity is a means of subjection, a quality both of official, taught language and of correct writing, two old mates of power" (17; emphasis added). Sol's attempts at clarity thus founder in rebellion. She realizes: "I could write, if I wished, bleak, simple sentences, many of them at a time. But then I would unravel like a wobbly top, a reeling, slow yo-yo" (Apostol, Gun 9) . Clear writing becomes a disorienting self-erasure, one that Sol finds herself unable to uphold.
By writing, as Trinh might say, incorrectly, Sol blurs the lines between activist and writer. Her nonlinear anti-bildungsroman reveals the limitations and contradictions of postcolonial subjects seeking self-care in a multicultural United States. Moreover, her work prioritizes self-expression over clarity, which to Sol represents assimilation and linearity. Whereas Trinh suggests that women write in order to access all that has become suppressed and devalued by patriarchal constructions of writing and identity, Sol's activist writing complicates and reconstructs the subject through dysfunction. By telling and retelling her past, Sol's talambuhay emphasizes her exclusion from a "normal" and "authentic" life in the present, instead bolstering her sense of self.
In opposition to ideals of wellness, Sol's dissonant authorship emerges in moments of obscurity and mental breakdown, reauthoring her nervous condition as protest against oppressive ideas of normal selfhood. In fact, while bildungsromane portray a character's psychological progress, Sol's writing seizes on the opposite. Camilla Griggers similarly reinscribes mental breakdowns as productive moments that reveal the unspeakable and unrepresentable (105). While conventional wisdom situates mental illness within the body, Griggers expands this outward, revealing how the "nervous system" that produces mental breakdown derives not from the female subject but from the structure that orders the "abstract social organization of the feminine" (106) in the first place.
In other words, rather than showing women's breakdowns as signs of debility, Griggers identifies such moments as a breakdown in the social body as a whole: the problem that incites this breakdown stems not from the individual but from the network of nervous systems that delimit subjectivity. Women's bodies thus become canaries in the coalmine, mental fragmentation indicating a problem with the nation at large. For Sol, that problem stems from bewilderment with a nation that champions cultural and ethnic diversity while ignoring its own involvement in imperial oppression. Rather than addressing the wider problem of incongruous inclusion and imperial secrecy, Sol's doctors, family, and friends view her writerly attempts to underscore these incongruities as pathological and unproductive. Trinh states: "To write is to become. Not to become a writer (or a poet), but to become, intransitively" (18) (19) . By authoring her circular and solipsistic talambuhay in ways that defy "correct" beliefs of wholeness and belonging, Sol reveals a self in constant evolution.
Delusions of Memory: Unearthing American Imperialist History
Sol narrates and composes against her marginalization, seeking corrective discourse despite historical erasures of US postcolonial subjects. In an op-ed piece, Brian Ascalon Roley remarks that "in France, the French know why there are so many Algerians in Paris, and in England, the British know why there are so many Indians in London. But most Americans don't even realize that there are so many Filipinos in this country, let alone why." Roley draws attention to American multicultural rhetoric covering over US colonial history, specifically its involvement in the Philippines in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The presence of Filipinos in America is instead "like a disembodied shade, in an intermediate state of ambiguous existence for an indefinite period" (Isaac xxiv). This interstitial relationship makes Filipino American literature one of the most important forums for discussing issues of self-care and self-authorship. One of the few groups once able to claim status as US nationals but not US citizens, Filipino Americans represent a challenge to pursuits of visibility and wholeness, showing how true celebrations of diversity are impossible when only certain forms of subjectivity are acceptable.
1
Gun Dealers' Daughter begins with a circular and repetitious death and reappearance of the author that dramatizes this ambiguity in US-Philippine relations.
Because the text opens with a description of Uncle Gianni picking up a yet-to-benamed girl at an airport, readers can reasonably conjecture that Gianni must be the main character. However, in a jarring modification-one of many metafictional interruptions Sol uses to preserve her sense of self-the perspective shifts to first person as the narrator tells herself to " [r] evise that. . . . He [Gianni] held me by the sleeve, gently." The announced revision and disorienting switch in narrative focus extend to the scene itself, as "the girl" or the "I" of the text is whisked past flashing camera bulbs, a film crew, and "curious onlookers" (Apostol, Gun 3).
2 Readers begin to sense that the girl must be central to not only the text but also the eruption of paparazzi-like activity in the airport; the revising narrator must be a celebrity-someone talented and beautiful. Then again, Gianni disproves this assumption. He remarks that the crew is filming a commercial, once again relegating the girl to the backdrop. The scene ends with the narrator, Sol, musing: "[I]n a cutting room somewhere, freeze-framed, on the margins of that black-clad crowd posing to sell condoms or perfume, a girl's stricken face-my face-looks down, denying evidence of its arrival" (4). This scene reappears in another revision toward the end of the novel (277-78).
This mystifying cycle of disappearance and return recurs throughout Sol's storytelling in relation to mental breakdown, revolution, and history, signifying her thwarted attempts to perform self-care by writing herself as an independent subject. Her cycle of reappearance, disappearance, revision, and rewriting further mimics her ethnic group's history-what Allan Punzalan Isaac observes as Filipino Americans' simultaneous presence and absence in the United Stateswhile also invoking postmodernism's accounts of the author's supposed death and return. Isaac notes that Filipino Americans "live as a testament to America's imperial past. . . . Traces of this imperial past are indeed 'everywhere,' as the many pockets of Filipino communities show, and 'nowhere,' as American public memory and vision effectively overlook the Filipino and absentmindedly ask, 'What American empire?'" (xxiii-xxiv). Filipino Americans' presence as one of the largest Asian American communities in the United States (United States, Census Bureau) is countered by the fact that this same population has a postcolonial relation with the United States that is ignored.
Sol's emergence in Apostol's novel is consequently tentative, a spectral presence fighting, however indistinctly, for space on the page. Rather than attaining the visibility implied by the promise of multiculturalism, Sol and her writing instead remain elusive and impenetrable. Her faulty attempts at suicide further literalize her death and return as a writer, which in turn replicate the historical erasure of the Balangiga Massacre in 1901-a Filipino rebellion against US occupiers following the Philippine-American War. For Sol, the Balangiga Massacre in Samar symbolizes the existing state of US-Philippine relations and her own inner conflict as an American and a Filipino. Following her suicide attempt, Sol arrives at the airport with bandages covering her slashed wrists and later tries to drown herself, only to realize, "I am no Ophelia. I'm a floater" (Apostol, Gun 5). Her persistence in writing about herself and the silenced conquests in Filipino American history underline her defiant disappearance and reemergence.
Incited to breakdown by this historical suppression, Sol's impulsive and erratic writing reveals the distance between composition and composure. As her doctor tells her, "Your story is a poison pill-do you understand that? And you keep eating it up-your toxic trauma. . . . You must try to move forward, instead of backward, in time" (282). Refusing to compose herself in ways that please others, her writing protests American erasures of a shared history with the Filipinos, not through recuperating what is lost in that erasure but by reinscribing herself as a subject combatting an impossible wholeness and clarity.
She realizes that what she aptly refers to as "dislocation" from the Philippines "sickened me even more . . . than my lingering illness-or was it that the recidivism of my internal glands was the abject correlative of my infirmity, my incurable sense of who I am" (83).
In the self-conscious phrase abject correlative, Sol combines T.S. Eliot's notion of the objective correlative, which refers to an element conveying a character's emotional state to the reader, with Judith Butler's idea of the abject, the "'unlivable' and 'uninhabitable' zones of social life which are nevertheless densely populated by those who do not enjoy the status of the subject" (3). Sol thus reveals how her self-care consists of enacting moments of vanishing and return, thriving in obscurity in order to mimic and mock the historical whitewashing of Filipino Americans. Sol recognizes that "authentic" Americans take their colonial history against the British as a source of national pride while simultaneously obscuring their own colonial acts. In contrast, her native foreignness, or foreign nativeness, prevents her from claiming a similar narrative.
Furthermore, placing the distressed Sol in present-day New York City forces readers to connect these historical moments in the Philippines to 9/11 and the Unites States' prolonged wars against terrorism. America's branding of the Balangiga independence fighters as "insurgents" attacking benevolent, unsuspecting American soldiers not only echoes the essentialist treatment of Arab Americans after 9/11 but also contributes to the ways Filipino Americans are seen-or not seen-today. In an interview with Laurel Fantauzzo, Apostol hints that Americans believe racial and class divisions happen elsewhere, outside of the United States. "People like to talk about the corruption of the Third World, whatever that is," she states. "Manhattan, Manila. There is a reason those are twinned in my novel" ("Interview").
3 It is no surprise that Bob Couttie's book jacket for Hang the Dogs: The True Tragic History of the Balangiga Massacre (2004) refers to the Balangiga massacre as "the 9/11 of its day," thus characterizing the Filipinos as extremist terrorists invading American soil rather than native citizens fighting off foreign occupiers. 4 The shared but unacknowledged Filipino American history in Balangiga also exposes the inadequacies of efforts to embrace the female ethnic American subject, particularly when that subject emerges out of decolonizing countries in political upheaval. While the category "Filipino American" appears to encompass all Filipino immigrants and their US descendants, the distinctions prompting Sol's alienation from her affluent, globe-trotting parents' native country continue to haunt her in America. Sol exists in a perpetual state of foreign exception, exemplifying what Lowe calls the "foreigner-within" (5). In fact, Lowe's characterization hinges on the contradictions of Asian Americans' integration into the national polity: they often enjoy some agency in the economic workforce, for example, but are marginalized in language and law. Sol's economic privilege paradoxically obviates her need to work, thus barring her from the primary sense of inclusion that Lowe posits would be most accessible. Sol thus remains a perpetual foreigner in multiple senses of the word. America's refusal to acknowledge its imperial history in the Philippines prevents Sol from feeling as though she belongs in the United States, whose native language is her first language, whose major metropolis she calls home, and whose rhetoric of multiculturalism advertises a welcoming call that ultimately excludes her. Jasbir Puar's description of the "good ethnic" (32) thus becomes more accurate when we consider Apostol's emphasis on a lack of belonging specific to Filipino Americans. Puar enumerates the limits of liberal multiculturalism, stating that "what little acceptance liberal diversity proffers in the way of inclusion is highly mediated by huge realms of exclusion: the ethnic is usually straight, usually has access to material and cultural capital (both as a consumer and as an owner), and is in fact often male" (25). As a heterosexual female who benefits from her parents' wealth, Sol mostly fulfills the criteria that Puar describes, but her marginalization from both Philippine and American societies nonetheless prevents her from being a "true" American, trapping her in historical moments of another country's past.
Thus, to Puar's formation of the acceptable ethnic American subject or "good ethnic," I add the conscious forgetting of American imperialism and oppression. As Lowe notes, the United States promotes multiculturalism as "the key site for the resolution of inequalities and stratification . . . by naturalizing a universality that exempts the 'non-American' from its history of development or admits the 'non-American' only through a 'multiculturalism' that aestheticizes ethnic differences as if they could be separated from history" (9). Sol's inability to accept historical omissions of United States' imperialist practices in both her life and her writing exposes the limits of multicultural inclusiveness. Her subversive writings reveal the conflict inherent in claiming Filipino American subjectivity, showing an urgent necessity for a more fluid conception of the "self" in self-care.
Sol's conflicted acts of self-referential composition-exemplified in the talambuhay she writes and revises in New York-create a new culture, dependent on less conventional tools than those sanctioned by her doctors, family, and friends. Rather than writing about or fighting for visibility in the present, Sol obsesses about the past to the point of mental breakdown. Griggers counters this concept of forgetting the past to attain wellness when she states:
[W]hat the traumatized subject needs is not a chemically induced repressed memory and prosthetic personality, but the reintegration, molecularization, and group expression of her fractal memories and disconnected affects and desires, not only within the private sphere of her own individual psyche and in her direct relations to the institutional workings of the nervous system, but within the public sphere of collective representations of embodied social reality. (133) Rather than repressing or inhibiting the patient, Griggers posits, American society as a whole needs to reassess its responses to its subjects. Until Sol's memories, behaviors, and interpretations of history are acknowledged and valued, she will continue to be haunted by this lack of control. Consequently, forgetting America's past militaristic presence in the Philippines is a luxury that Sol cannot enjoy.
Her stubborn insistence on writing about history thus exemplifies what Leslie Bow calls creative activism, a rebellion juxtaposed to the failed revolutions that beset Philippine-US relations in the past and the present. Bow writes: "If women have reason to be, in terms Adrienne Rich has borrowed, 'disloyal to civilization,' then this betrayal of racism, patriarchy, or a repressive state constitutes a form of creative activism for Asian American women" (11).
5 Sol persists despite recognizing that her preoccupation with obscurity (in the face of historical invisibility) and her disinclination to write her talambuhay "correctly" are socially impermissible betrayals of those around her.
Twinned Worlds and Shared Histories
Even as Sol's story crosses borders of genre, the novel also distorts the hierarchical boundaries of linear time. While Gun Dealers' Daughter opens in present-day New York, flashbacks apprise readers of a Philippine crisis in the 1980s. Thenpresident Marcos-identified only as "The Dictator"-declares martial law, ordering paramilitary groups to kidnap, bomb, and mutilate so-called insurgents protesting poverty and ill government treatment. Meanwhile, in a student group opposing Marcos's actions, Sol's privilege and insecurity relegate her to the role of a U. F. or "Useful Fool" (Apostol, Gun 292), "a sympathizer with dim potential" (68). Sheltered from the realities of those suffering and dying mere kilometers from her front door, Sol nonetheless longs to fit in with the revolutionary leaders-her rich, disaffected neighbor, Jed de Rivera Morga, and his girlfriend, the captivating firebrand Soli, short for Solidaridad. The doubling of the protagonist Sol Soliman and the community leader Solidaridad Soledad is portentous: Sol envies Soli's fortitude and activism but betrays her multiple times, not only having an affair with Jed but also opposing Soli's pacifism by stealing munitions belonging to Uncle Gianni and her parents. This final act culminates in the murder of Colonel Grier, a fictional US military representative.
When Sol is kicked out of the group for her relationship with Jed, she realizes that the group's definition of wholeness and visibility differs from her own and that she "was no comrade anyhow until [she] handed in the T.B., the talambuhay: my reckoning of my life" (134). In other words, not unlike multicultural assumptions of rationality and clarity, the revolutionaries demand a particular identity, ethical lifestyle, and political and emotional sensibility that do not account for Sol's uncommon subject position. (Her exile is also a misogynist double standard, as Jed escapes punishment.) While Sol is aware-and even ashamed-of her family's wealth and complicity with the Dictator and his wife, Imelda Marcos (whom Sol refers to only as "the Lady"), Sol's affair with Jed and her undue preoccupation with history have no place in the revolution. Before Sol's ousting, Soli attacks Sol's obsession with history books, demanding, "Why do history books persuade you but not the world around you? You live in a puppet totalitarian regime, propped up by guns from America, so that we are no sovereign country but a mere outpost of foreign interests in the Far East" (122). Akin to her New York doctors, Soli's references to history assert the importance of the present as being more deserving of Sol's creative approach to self-care and self-composition.
The lasting effects of the tragedies surrounding Sol's violent betrayals echo the state of exception that continues to control Philippine politics and US foreign relations. These effects further reveal the impetus behind Sol's obsessive writing and the reasons why it intensifies after she leaves the Philippines for New York. The crises that sparked Marcos's regime-which Sol summarizes as a period of martial law, paramilitary criminal actions, and American interventions known as "civilizing missions" (Bonus 32)-are themselves prompted by crises related to Spanish colonization, the Philippine-American War, and, finally, the Balangiga Massacre, which provokes Sol's breakdown in New York. As Giorgio Agamben notes, "the declaration of the state of exception has gradually been replaced by an unprecedented generalization of the paradigm of security as the normal technique of government" (14). In other words, the calamities that brought about these totalizing, oppressive forces have since fallen away, but the lasting governmental effects and practices brought on by these calamities become normalized so that their continued presence is nearly invisible.
Sol's experiences with these oppressive institutions plague her psyche to the point that she does not need to be physically present in the Philippines to feel their effects. Her breakdown is aggravated by the United States' conditional acceptance of her cultural background, which does not include American imperial actions in the Philippines in either the past (with incidents like the Balangiga Massacre) or the present (including US paramilitary involvement with the Marcos dictatorship). It is no wonder that this state of exception fuels her talambuhay. Her writing makes the past more visible not through common historiographical modes but rather by embracing nonlinearity. Haunted by the twinned worlds of Manila and New York, Sol is herself suspended in a constant state of emergency, belonging to neither one country nor the other. Apostol places her wayward protagonist in post-9/11 New York City but keeps Sol's mind locked in the battles of the Balangiga Massacre and the student protests against paramilitary actions.
These juxtaposed moments of upheaval consign Sol to a state of exception associated not with a specific place or government but with the body-an embodied consciousness of her inability to belong. Amin Maalouf contemplates the impossibility of claiming a neatly distinguishable identity when wrought with the memory of historical conflict. Like Sol, the Parisian, Lebanese-born Maalouf makes his home in the nation that colonized his country of birth. He notes that those such as Sol and himself "live in a sort of frontier zone crisscrossed by ethnic, religious and other fault lines" and "have a special role to play in forging links, [and] eliminating misunderstandings" (4-5). By being able to navigate these identities, varying from colonized subject to cosmopolitan citizen, Maalouf assumes a power that Sol does not have, as she is compelled instead to fashion her self-care and creative activism within her troubled body and mind. Sol's writing allows her to do as Maalouf, who observes, "I scour my memory to find as many ingredients of my identity as I can. I then assemble and arrange them. I don't deny any of them" (16). Unlike Maalouf, however, Sol cannot claim definitive membership in her own marginalized culture, let alone declare herself an "authentic" American subject, thus suspending her in limbo between these two ontological frames. This suspension is illustrated by her inability to speak the Filipino language, preventing connections with her classmates, teachers, and, most significantly, with herself and her writing. That she is able to sustain herself at all in a "foreign" country while speaking only English confirms US power over Filipino cultural identity. At a funeral, Sol relates how attendees spoke "in multiple, accusing tongues-the languages I had overheard all throughout childhood, and which I understood the way I understood the weather: a code beyond my need to comprehend, a sensory mist separate from me, a knowledge of myself I have never grasped" (Apostol, Gun 128) . Sol has the physiognomic traits expected of a native speaker and yet is still a foreigner. The exceptionality of her linguistic confusion in the Philippines manifests itself in New York in a confusion of language and identity. In the country where she is supposed to feel validated because of her command of the English language, she instead continues to feel marginalized.
As in the Philippines, Sol's life in the United States is thus similarly marked by bewilderment, exacerbated by the liminal ways she has been simultaneously assimilated into and excluded from American life. Dylan Rodr ıguez interprets Filipino American indifference toward US politics as silent complicity in their own colonial and cultural appropriation (15). Like Griggers's pursuit of the luxury of forgetting that begins with remembrance, Rodr ıguez thus posits that the Filipino American subject seeks visibility with the ultimate goal of transparency-that is, the "rational, autonomous, and self-determining 'I' that the Filipino subject aspires to embody, but always cannot quite attain" (6). This impossible Filipino American subject relates to the dehumanized and emasculated historical image of Filipinos as America's "little brown monkeys" or "little brown brothers" (qtd. in Rodr ıguez 102) and to America's rendering invisible the more negative consequences of US-Philippine relations. It is not surprising that an exceptional subject such as Sol, who refuses to stay indifferent or silent in the face of American imperialism, would thus find self-care in uncertainty and disjunction.
In fact, Sol's insecurity about language echoes the linguistic confusion that Sarita See tracks throughout history: the Philippines was an "unincorporated territory" while the Filipino Americans themselves have been variably classified as noncitizen non-aliens or "foreign in a domestic sense" (xii). Filipinos were US nationals of a territory that, like Puerto Rico, was deemed "appurtenant and belonging to the United States" (qtd. in Isaac 35).
6 Oscar Campomanes extends this in-betweenness to the assumption that multicultural subjects are willing US immigrants, stating that we cannot call the migrations of early Filipinos into the country "immigration" nor can we use the term Filipino American without avoiding the redundancy of the fact that Filipinos are implicitly American as a result of our shared history. He adds: "For me, the term to privilege is 'Filipino,' for it is the truly plastic term with the capacity to authorize a whole series of valences, historically speaking (from Spanish colonial times to the diasporic moment of the present)" (42). The onomastic confusion surrounding Filipino American status echoes the incomprehension Magellan faced when first meeting the Filipinos. Sol and her uncle Gianni both relate that, not unlike Henry Hudson, whose namesake river Sol's home overlooks and who had "sought China, but instead found Albany" (Apostol, Gun 24), Magellan believed himself returned to Indonesia instead of the Philippines (101). Sol carries out this metafictional confusion of place, people, and language not only in the doubling of names and situations in her writing but also in her self-preserving attempts to revise the revisionist history of US imperialist actions in the Philippines.
Sound as a Bell: Obscurity, Whitewashing, and the Balangiga Massacre Cole, who, less than a year after the conflict, lamented that US stories about Balangiga were "fixed up and whitewashed" (qtd. in Alidio 113). Because of the subsequent inaccessibility of historical information, the primary touchstone Sol has for the massacre and the events that followed is Joseph Schott's The Ordeal of Samar (1964) . Schott describes the Filipinos as "an ignorant and undisciplined mob, ranging in age from children to mature men, but armed with muskets, bolo knives and primitive bamboo cannon [sic], they are dangerous foes on their own ground, the densely tangled jungle" (4). Schott describes the Samareños as insurgents, enemies, or bolomen, and, while he names a host of Americans, he mentions few Filipinos by name beyond General Emilio Aguinaldo, Balangiga Police Chief Pedro Sanchez, who is a fictional character (Borrinaga, "100" 59), and two guides supposedly named Slim and Smoke.
Perhaps recalling Schott's characterizations, Sol writes "that our books of history were invariably in the voice of the colonist, the one who misrecognized us. We were inscrutable apes engaging in implausible insurrections against gunwielding epic heroes who disdained our culture but wanted our land" (Apostol, Gun 122) . Paralleling Magellan's misrecognition of those whom he thought were Indonesian with the Balangiga conflict that occurred a few years after the Spanish relinquished colonial control over the Philippines, Sol connects the Philippine-American incidents at Balangiga to the first Spanish encounter with the Filipinos, the incipient moment of colonial contact. She enacts self-care by twinning her country's occupiers, using her talambuhay to counter stories of US benevolence bestowed on helpless Filipinos.
Sol's first encounter with Colonel Arthur Grier is also the reader's first glimpse into her metafictional responses to the colonizer's voice and her corrections of this revisionist history. In fact, Sol may have been inspired by revolutionary hero Jos e Rizal, who, in 1890, republished and annotated Spanish colonizer Antonio de Morga's Sucesos de las Islas Filipinas (1609) to rectify the imperialist assumptions of the text. Sol reframes Grier's history of Filipino mutiny as "the tail end of our revolution, the Filipino American War in 1899" (37).
7 She counters that Filipinos were in the middle of fighting Spanish colonizers when Americans offered assistance in "the name of democracy-to free ourselves from tyrannical Spain. Instead, [the Americans] invaded. . . . Your army killed six hundred thousand Filipinos from 1899 to 1902, a war worse than Vietnam. That was no insurrection, Colonel. That was our war of independence" (38). Sol's talambuhay draws attention to multiple histories and perspectives, exposing the instability of historical narratives and the way these stories can symbolically erase whole populations from the past and present. Through Sol's writing, Apostol links American colonial actions in Samar and other parts of the Philippines to the imperialist actions of Spain, the American intervention in Vietnam in the 1960s and 1970s, Philippine paramilitary actions of those such as Grier, and even responses to the Middle East following 9/11. In Sol's mind, the paramilitary-related deaths recall her own research on the Balangiga conflict. In 1901, after the Filipino revolutionaries launched a surprise attack killing forty-eight men, which constituted nearly two-thirds of the American soldiers occupying Balangiga (Jones 235), General Jacob H. Smith led a counterattack. Even today, scholars contest the extent of American retaliatory measures and the number of Filipinos killed after the attack; Sharon Delmendo cites a Veterans of Foreign Wars statistic noting 250 mostly civilian Filipinos killed, five times that of American soldiers who died. However, this amount is actually an underestimation according to others, some of whom list Filipino deaths in the tens of thousands 209 ). 9 Despite the disagreements, many scholars echo the story relayed in Schott's Ordeal of Samar, in which Smith tells Major Littleton Waller, "I want all persons killed who are capable of bearing arms in actual hostilities against the United States" (71). When Waller asks for clarification, Smith orders the deaths of all who are "ten years and older" (72), adding that the "interior of Samar must be made a howling wilderness" (278) . In what many historians identify as the most grisly event of the Philippine-American War, the military killed Philippine civilians, impressed survivors into labor, and destroyed food supplies right before Samar's dry season. Having access to this history mainly "through the enemy's lens" (Apostol, Gun 122), Sol cannot reconcile her own historical narrative with that of the colonizer. The "Balangiga Massacre" of her history books refers to the deaths of the forty-eight American soldiers and not to the hundreds and even thousands of Filipino men, women, and children killed in the massacre's bloody aftermath.
The retelling of the Balangiga Massacre thus becomes the biggest challenge to Sol's efforts at self-care through writing. While Apostol posits a connection between American actions during the Balangiga conflict and US complicity in Philippine paramilitary efforts, Sol's own breakdown prompted by these connections obscures the clarity of these historical equivalents. Partly because these events have become invisible over time, Sol cannot fathom the disturbing parallels between the lives lost in Balangiga and the people killed by Marcos's paramilitary groups, often with guns sold by her own parents. In response, Sol's debilitating distress causes her to struggle to compose her thoughts on both events, attempting in her own troubled way to speak the unspeakable and to preserve a sense of self through her writing.
Sol assumes an assured historian's perspective about some aspects of the Philippine-American War, but even before her hermit-like asylum in New York, she cannot find words adequate to deal with recent crises in the Philippines, such as the "[f]ive young farmers and one child" shot by paramilitary forces while she and Soli marched alongside them (126). Her description of these moments and their parallels to the Balangiga Massacre thus hide in ambiguity, a quality that Sol uses to her advantage in relaying her disjunctive talambuhay to her readers. Stymied by the murkiness of America's imperialist history and caught in the throes of a breakdown from which she refuses to emerge, Sol well understands the power of obscurity. Her constant revisions, a metafictional practice she exercises even on the novel's first page, suggest a deliberate unreliability intensified by Sol's inability to cogently communicate the sources of her distress. While Soli urges that "obscurantism . . . does not serve change" (123), Sol instead reveals how those in power have actually relied on incomprehensibility to maintain control.
Similarly, Apostol puts the onus on the reader to make these connections, to inspire action through active-or even activist-reading, and to interpret Sol's uncertainty and distress as a source of authority. The oblique underlining of Sol's writing correlates to her own indirectness: she connects the state of exception prompted by American colonization of the Philippines at the turn of the twentieth century to the state of exception that allows the Philippine government to kill its own people during the Marcos dictatorship. Sol's obscurity further mimics the United States' inability to accept contrary allegiances and modes of history; Sol cannot pursue visibility as a straightforward construct and thus finds agency in darkness.
This murkiness is literalized in the scene that sets off Sol's betrayal of her parents through her assistance in stealing their weapons in the Philippines. Sol cannot endure photos of the paramilitary's mutilation of a child's severed head, so a revolutionary leader, Edwin, directs her instead to a shadow at the edge of the photograph. Pointing to the dark line, Edwin explains, "That's a gun: an automatic. Your parents sold it to the government [in] a long chain of trade. . . . And that's the trade's trajectory: perfectly angled, toward that child" (194) . The photo-and the shadow of her parents' involvement-prompts Sol to rejoin the revolution, leading to Jed's murder of Colonel Grier. Edwin's sentimental appeal proves especially effective with Sol, whose sheltered privilege and preoccupation with history reinforce the subtext that the photograph provides. The child in the picture is the same age as the children that Smith ordered killed in Balangiga, and their ghosts follow Sol to New York.
Indicative of the obscurity that plagues Sol's own narrative, this haunting manifests itself most obviously in Sol's constant misnaming of the New York houseboy, Pete. Sol believes Pete's name to be Inocentes, describing him as having been born "a week after my birthday, the winter solstice-Holy Innocents' Day-an orphan salvaged from a pile of castaways" (76). Near the end of the novel, when Sol breaks her hermit-like state and momentarily leaves her New York home, Pete questions her readiness for such a venture. Sol replies: "You are a dwarf, Inocentes: that is why the city scares you. I am not the same as you. My health has returned. I am well now, you know" (282-83). Sol's invocation of Inocentes and Holy Innocents' Day reveals her continuing mental breakdown. Known also as the Massacre of the Innocents, Holy Innocents' Day refers to King Herod's biblical order for the deaths of all boys in Bethlehem under the age of two in defense of his throne from Jesus.
While the gruesome story is potentially more myth than truth , Sol twins the story with General Smith's retaliatory slaughter of children after the Balangiga Massacre. In a moment of self-preservation, Sol thus revises the term Balangiga Massacre to refer not only to the forty-eight Americans lives lost but also to the hundreds and maybe thousands of Filipinos-many children-who died because of Smith's ensuing reprisal. Sol likewise associates these events with the revolutionaries' attack on Grier by insisting that her theft of her parents' guns, used in the murder of Colonel Grier, happened on Holy Innocents' Day (Apostol, Gun 205). Sol's unwillingness to make explicit mention of these connections in her writing mimics the US imperial history that hides in multiculturalism's shadow, revealing her limitations in telling her own narrative as a postcolonial subject.
In fact, Sol's unwillingness to remain well-that is, her self-conscious refusal to move on and to write herself into the present-evokes a different mental condition, one that many Asian American scholars, including Campomanes and Chuh, associate with American history. If Sol suffers from a disinclination to deal with the present, then Apostol and these critics argue that the United States suffers from amnesia-an inability to reconcile with the past. This American illness is most obvious in the controversy surrounding the Balangiga bells. Historians disagree on specifics, but the legend is that Balangiga priests sounded the bells to signal Filipinos to defend themselves against the American army. Two of the most likely tolled bells now stand at Francis E. Warren Air Force Base in Cheyenne, Wyoming, a commemoration of the American lives lost at the massacre. Americans and Filipinos who seek the bells' return to Balangiga, on the other hand, view the bells as imperialist spoils of war. Despite governmental acts, compromises by Philippine presidents, and numerous letters and petitions from both countries to return the bells, they remain in Wyoming. One Philippine government proposal from 1997 involved keeping one bell in each country and pairing each with a reproduction to "symboliz[e] a shared history, both positive and negative" (Delmendo 180) . The United States refused the request. Finally, in August 2018, the US Secretary of Defense signed documents supporting the bells' return but offered no specific details or a definite timeline (Ranada).
Alidio attributes the Unites States' reluctance to willful amnesia in the face of our imperialism, stating that "[s]everal enlisted and civilian Americans expressed in interviews the fear that the US soldier (or the memory of US bravery against the 'insurrecto') would be greatly diminished by the view that the battle of Balangiga was an incident of imperial conquest" (119). The government has refused to award Congressional Medals of Honor to Americans who died in the massacre since, in doing so, they would have to face the fact that the war even took place in the first place (Delmendo 195) . The refusal to give up, or even share, the bells thus signifies the United States' own conscious revision of history that ignores colonization in favor of President McKinley's notion of "benevolent assimilation" (qtd. in Alidio 110). If Sol's doctors, family, and friends deem her mentally ill, unfit to join multicultural America because of her obsession with writing about the past, then Delmendo and Apostol propose that Americans' refusal to recognize their own history is its own kind of sickness.
Sol unsurprisingly tells a disjunctive tale surrounding the bells, including an intertextual depiction of her mental state as the "bell-jar cacophony of my numb sensations" (Apostol, Gun 41) and another intertextual mention of Balangiga as "the town for whom the bells do not toll" (122). Describing Soli's father, Sol chronicles his lifelong writing project of penning "op-ed letters . . . polishing his wistful theme-the loss of the bells of Balangiga, formerly of a church in Samar, now at a G.I. fort at Cheyenne ('Why Oh Why, Wyoming?' was the title of one of his plaintive screeds)." She adds, with a revision, that he "died young, of literary thrombosis-strike that, a congested heart" (119). Sol underscores his literary undertaking and its resulting illness as a way to bolster her own writerly protest. Later, she asks Colonial Grier, "So why has the US Army not returned the bells of Balangiga? I mean, why oh why, Wyoming?" (153). Sol tends to vividly recall events associated with history and the written word; to drop her writing obsession would be to stop breathing and being.
In this way, and despite her university education, we can view Sol's composition, too, as containing "the rambling sincerity of the autodidact" (119), just like the letters of Soli's father. Her writing is at once self-care and self-discovery as she teaches herself a way to reconcile various versions of history with her identity. More than this, Sol's written protest proves that she is in the best position to cure herself. While her doctors state that "words are symptoms" (14), Sol counters, "is it not so, that it is language that will save me? This work I am doing right now could become a hesitant, crepitating-talambuhay? A reckoning. A confession" (15). In the novel's pages are the answers to her questions.
Apostol's novel ends with another letter, this one written by Sol's erstwhile revolutionary friend, Sally. It is no coincidence that the name of the only other prominent female in the group is Sally, an assimilated and Americanized version of Sol and Soli. Unlike her twinned namesakes, Sally finds herself happily integrated into American life in a way that Sol is not. Recounting the various biographies of the other group members, Sally laments, "There have been no more confessions. It's horrible how we forget the past. . . . [S]omehow, it seems to me, we are all guilty of a failure of memory" (292). Sol's talambuhay, however, stands as both memory and confession, a testament to the ability of words to save and to empower. 
